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Supernatural/Horror December 2014

Reserve these books
New in December 2014
Ravencliffe by Carol Goodman (Blythewood, book 2)
Seventeen-year-old Ava Hall continues to learn more bout herself and her heritage throuh her work in a New York
City Settlement house as well as through her social obligations with the Blythwood girls.
Let the Storm Break by Shannon Messenger (The Sky Falls, book 2)
While teenaged Van discovers moe of what it means to be a windwalker and his guardian sylph Audra struggles
with ther deepest desires,both must band together to face greater challenges than they have ever known.
New in November 2014
The Bane Chronicles by Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees Brennan and Maureen Johnson
A collection of eleven short stories, previously published online, that illuminate the life of the enigmatic, flashy, and
flamboyant High Warlock of Brooklyn, Magnus Bane, a character in The Mortal Instruments series.
Autumn Falls by Bella Thorne
"Following her adored father's death, a teenager named Autumn Falls is forced to relocate to a new school in
Florida for sophomore year. And when Autumn receives an enchanted gift: a journal that literally brings Autumn's
writing to life--anything could happen. Could the journal be imbued with her dad's spirit?"--Provided by publisher.
Waistcoats & Weaponry by Gail Carriger (Finishing School, book 3)
In her alternate England of 1851, while taking her friend Sidheag by train to her werewolf pack in Scotland,
sixteen-year-old Sophronia uncovers a plot that threatens to dissolve all of London into chaos and must decide
where her loyalties lie once and for all.

Waterfall by Lauren Kate (Teardrop Trilogy, book 2)
Eureka, a girl whose tears have the power to raise the lost continent of Atlantis and who travels across the ocean
with Cat, her family, and Ander, the gorgeous and mysterious Seedbearer who promises to help her, has the
chance to save the world might have to give up everything--even love.
Stone Cold Touch by Jennifer L. Armentrout (The Dark Elements, book 2)
Half demon Layla Shaw is torn between her Zayne, mortal crush, and the demon prince who resurfaces from her
past.
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Feral Curse by Cynthia Leitich Smith (Feral, book 2)
Kayla, a werecat adopted by human parents, enlists the help of another werecat to learn more about her heritage
and to solve a mystery of a possessed antique carousel.

New in October 2014
Messenger of Fear by Michael Grant
The Messenger of Fear brings justice to those who do wrong, creating frightening games where the players earn
their redemption--or lose their sanity--and somehow Mara, fifteen, has become his apprentice.
The Cure for Dreaming by Cat Winters
In Portland, Oregon, in 1900, seventeen-year-old Olivia Mead, a suffragist, is hypnotized by the intriguing young
Henri Reverie, who is paid by her father to make her more docile and womanly but who, instead, gives her the
ability to see people's true natures, while she secretly continues fighting for women's rights. Includes timeline and
historical photographs.
Lailah by Nikki Kelly
While struggling to understand her own identity, Lailah is torn between an injured vampire and a rogue angel who
appears in her dreams.
Fiendish by Brenna Yovanoff
Clementine DeVore, seventeen, is determined to learn what happened ten years ago that led to her magical
imprisonment and problems in her town, but a dangerous attraction to Fisher, the boy who freed her, town politics,
and the terrifying Hollow get in the way.
Jackaby by William Ritter
Newly arrived in 1892 New England, Abigail Rook becomes assistant to R.F. Jackaby, an investigator of the
unexplained with the ability to see supernatural beings, and she helps him delve into a case of serial murder which,
Jackaby is convinced, is due to a nonhuman creature.
Endless by Kate Brian (A Shadowlands book)
When Rory Miller learns that her love, Tristan Parrish, has been seeking a second chance at life on Earth by
sending good souls to the Shadowlands, including her friend Aaron, her father, and her sister Darcy, she will do
anything to save them, even if that means going to hell and back.
Night Sky by Suzanne Brockmann and Melanie Brockmann
Sixteen-year-old Skylar Reid joins her best friend Cal, Dana, a girl with supernatural abilities, and Dana's friend
Milo on a quest to rescue young Sasha from the Organization that kidnapped her because, according to Dana, Sky
and Sasha both have special abilities, too.
Beware the Wild by Natalie C. Parker
A teenaged girl and her boyfriend must find her older brother after he wanders into their town's swamp and a
mysterious girl appears in his place.
Sweet Unrest by Lisa Maxwell
"When seventeen-year-old Lucy Aimes moves to New Orleans and meets Alex, a boy who behaves as if they've
known each other forever, she becomes caught up in a centuries-old vendetta."--Provided by publisher.
Whisper the Dead by Alxandra Harvey (The Lovegrove Legacy, book 2)
In 1814 London, Gretchen must put aside annoyance at the constant buzzing caused by being a Whisperer,
concern about her twin brother, her growing feelings for a member of the Order of Iron Nail, and the boredom of
being a debutante when a new menace threatens Mayfair.
Mortal Gods by Kendare Blake (The Goddess War book 2)
A war brews between competing factions of the Greek gods, with Athena and Cassandra Weaver in a tenuous
alliance.
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Redeemed by P.C. Cast (House of Night, book book 12)
"Zoey and her friends face the ultimate battle with evil, which will determine the fate of the world, both human and
vampyre"--Provided by publisher.
Party Games: A Fear Street Novel by R.L. Stine
Despite her friend's warning, Rachel is excited to attend Brendan Fear's birthday party at his family's estate on
mysterious Fear Island, but soon someone introduces a game of murder and all of the guests are in danger.
The Devil's Intern by Donna Hosie
"Seventeen-year-old Mitchell discovers a time-travel device that will allow him to escape his internship in Hell's
accounting office and return to Earth, but his plans to alter the circumstances of his own death take an unexpected
turn when his three closest friends in Hell insist on accompanying him back to the land of the living."--Provided by
publisher.
New in September 2014
Mortal Danger by Ann Aguirre
After making a Faustian pact with the enigmatic Kian, Edie Kramer settles a score with the cruel people at
Blackbriar Academy. But soon the pranks and payback turns from delicious to deadly and Edie is alone in a world
teeming with secrets and fiends lurking in the shadows.
Sketchy by Olivia Samms
Seventeen- year-old Bea, an edgy outsider and recovering addict with the disturbing ability to see and draw
people's thoughts, gets involved in solving a brutal crime.
Dolls by Kiki Sullivan
"Eveny Cheval returns to Louisiana after growing up in New York and discovers she's a voodoo queen."--Provided
by publisher.
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